7th May 2018
WRITTEN EVIDENCE SUBMISSION
by the living flesh & blood beings whom are not lost at sea/dead, under the cestui que vie act 1666
Mike: Clarke & Ann: Clarke
of the organisation
OPPOSE PREDATORY GUARDIANS
from the the Court of Protection/Office of the Public Guardian racketeering in ECONOMIC CRIME
www.opg.me
to the
HOUSE of COMMONS SELECT COMMITTEE INQUIRY
on an
Economic Crime inquiry
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
www.opposepredatoryguardians.com in short www.opg.me
THE THEFT FRAUD AND MAL ADMINISTRATION OF A PATIENT WITH CAPACITY
1. 1995 mum had an accident.
2. The hospital were negligent.
3. Lawsuit followed in a claim for £1.7 million pounds.
4. 6 years later in 2001 the matter settled early out of court compromised at £775,000
5. The parties involved said mum was incapacitated and needed involvement from CoP*
6. In a hearing involving Judge [now redacted] The Family & applicant to be receiver [now redacted]
7. The Judge appointed the solicitor [now redacted] in an order stating the fees are capped.
8. In a claim of capacity mum launched an appeal to be released from the court. 2001
9. I too of course backed it and helped with 2 doctors reports that concluded she had capacity.
10. Judge [now redacted] sent his own doctor whom carried out a 40-minute appointment.
11. He did not agree on capacity and she was retained under the court of protection 2001.
12. The first year’s fees supposed to be no more than £2000 were £26,000
13. So mum was paid £200 week to live whilst her solicitor stole £507 weekly and hid the fact.
14. Accounts requested never given & in fact refused.
15. 2008 disillusioned we emigrated mum requested her remaining funds... refused by court.
16. Over 4 years the court by retaining her money in sterling lost a value of over £100,000
17. These accumulated in exchange rate losses countless complaints drew a response of zero.
18. After trying to sell her Uk property she then attempted to exchange it for a villa.
19. This was prevaricated delayed and over time lost by the solicitor trying to prevent it.
20. He then tried to sell her property quick by devaluing it.
21. We prevented this by returning to UK.
22. Mum tried to make a will over 11 years resisted by the deputy solicitor.
23. 2 more doctor’s reports were commissioned 2011 mum still had capacity 10 years later.
24. An application made to release her from the court.
25. The court sent in another of their doctors this doctor No 6 now, whom said she had capacity.
26. The Judge decided she had capacity to make a will but not to decide about her home.
27. Mum within 2 weeks made a LIVING WILL making me LIVING WILL executor.
28. Effectively anyone claiming she still was incapacitated on any subject I had authority.
29. Judge after reading the will said her house could not be sold in her lifetime ring fencing it.
30. After countless complaints about processes to all bodies known to man and no resolve.
31. We turned to common law and issued a common law commercial lien claim against solicitor.
32. Without a rebuttal to the allegations of theft fraud etc a tacit agreement would be in place.
33. This agreement with financial remedy attached would attach itself to all 50 directors.
34. No response came. research followed on their properties to an attachment to land registry.
35. The solicitors suddenly responded with a harassment claim in a court denied a jury request.

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Unlawful Injunction gained considered void by me led to another hearing of committal.
Unlawful court of committal grants a 3-month prison order without a requested jury!!
My mother and I fled the country into exile penniless!!
Her house now empty and justice still sought but none in sight we remain safe in exile.
The courts are operating in a state of TYRANNY without IMPARTIALITY and most definitely
BIASED and UNFAIR doling out sentences from tribunals without consent.
*Court of Protection is a Court of Neglection, A CoN where fraud and theft is unabated.

The matters contained above have been conveyed to the police 4 times, the SRA, The OPG, The PHSO, 10
Downing St and the ministry of injustice Ken Clarke, countless MPs MEPs so on and so forth all to no avail.
The resulting losses to my mother that cannot be fully accounted due to a hidng of the accounts we suspect to
be in excess of £350,000... The resulting processes encountered have caused a level of stress to only be termed
I believe to be LEGAL ABUSE SYNDROME.
Contact: Mike 07763906847 email mike@opg.me web: www.opg.me

Regards, Mike & Ann: Clarke
31 Cherry Tree Rd
Blackpool FY4
4NS
(in exile under a prison sentence for contempt)
F.A.O.
HOUSE OF LORDS MENTAL CAPACITY ACT COMMITTEE 2013

We wish this submission to be considered before the Committee as evidence of the
abuse of the Mental Capacity Act.
Refused unredacted

1. In 2001 my mother Ann: Clarke was placed under the Court of Protection.
Please download the pdf version of the 1st General order by [now redacted] to be submitted ..
http://opg.me/1stgeneralorder20032001.pdf In this order where we have highlighted crucial evidence that
was made by the deputy a/
[now redacted] and I quote, "the family should rest assured that my costs will not be eroding the capital settlement
agreed for their mothers care and other specific needs. "
& b/ the master of the court Judge
[now redacted] and I quote, "The reasonable fees and expenses of a professional receiver are
recoverable from the defendant in the personal injury action as a head of damage. They do not simply fall
on the patient's fund. " Total stolen fees £125,000
2. An appeal was made against this where 2 specialist Clinical Neuro Psychological Experts confirmed my
mother's capacity was indeed intact. I provide an example here where this is one of the 2 clinical
examinations that took 4 hours each to complete at great expense;
This report by Dr Hana F Al-Ahmar we ask to be downloaded in pdf from here:http://opg.me/drhanafalahmar220501%204pages.pdf & attached as a pdf to this emailed submission,
additionally, a recorded telephone call from the very same Doctor explaining my mother should not be
under this court that can be listened to here:- http://opg.me/Dr%20Hana%20220501.mp3
In total two 4 hour examination reports were presented stating the same she had capacity.
3. The court sent in their own Special Doctor a Dr Khan whom went on to conduct a so called similar exam
that took 40 minutes!! Fortunately we recorded it to his unclinical exam listen to here:http://opg.me/DrKhan0PG050901.mp3 here we suspect the 1st start of the fraud!
4. My mother at a later stage asked for £600 from her own funds to have that exam forensically examined and
was refused the funds from the deputy solicitor receiver [now redacted].
5. In the first year under the deputyship we had more hardship than being on state Benefits, where the award
was supposed to make her life easier. Constant complaints drew very little response for the first 2 years
until I discovered he had taken in his first year’s fees a total of £26,377 when the original guide and
promise made would be no more than £2000. So, to recap, he had taken over £500 per week whilst
providing £200 a week for mum to live off. Here we begin to see the 2nd evidence of fraud.
6. Mum asked for accounts but they were refused on the grounds he did not need to provide

any as long as he submitted them to be approved by the court of protection which they were. This
resulted in an initial fight back by publishing a website about the fraud which in turn brought about a
meeting with the deputy and the court representative [now redacted] to iron out some compromises
that [now redacted] the deputy failed to stick to.
7. In 2008 disillusioned by the UK we emigrated to Spain and requests were made by my mother to
have funds released to her as she no longer came under the Jurisdiction of England & Wales. The
court/public guardian refused. The 3rd sight of more fraud
8. Complaints, several of, were made about the forced living from pound sterling and the devaluing
exchange rate losses being incurred that drew nothing in response. The initial exchange rate when
moving to Spain in 2008 was 1.5€ to £1 but that devalued to one point of 1€ to £1. Now here I wish to
point out some simple mathematics. After several years of being fleeced & plundered by the deputy her
cash estate was now at £200,000 or so we are lead to believe but we point out that without overcharging
should have left her £300,000 which converted to euros would have materialised €450,000 euros!!!! and
what might have been left when she was forced back to England could have been at even more profit.
4Th sight of Criminal neglect. Total exchange rate losses £100,000 - £200,000
9. Frustrated completely 2010 another clinical expert Nueropsychological doctor was sought to conduct a
further test in which she stated your mother has capacity linked here;
http://opg.me/CLINICAL%20PSYCHOLOGY%20REPORT%20AC.pdf
The court and deputy then said you now need reports for specific items on capacity and so yet another
was commissioned a year later in 2011 which again showed capacity please down load here ;
http://opg.me/2011%20report%2031%20pages.pdf 5th evidence of fraud
10. A further application was made to discharge mum from the court but then the court again wanted their
own doctor, so how many doctors do we need as this was No 6?? The court doctor agreed she had
capacity to make a will one which she had been asking to make for 11 years but they tried to enforce on
my mother their will which she refused. Eventually a LIVING WILL was made making her son the
executor whilst she was alive if anyone claimed her incapacity further. Judge [now redacted] accepted
this but believed she did not have capacity to decide whether to keep or sell her house!!!
11. Another hearing was made available for submissions about what to do about her house where eventually
the Deputy was discharged because there was no money left!! The house was not to be sold but the costs
of the hearings totalling £12,000 had to be charged to her property even though she won her case
without formal representation where funds for that were obstructed by the deputy. So to recap... his
costs and the siblings costs of objecting to the discharge of the deputy had to paid by my mother 6th
evidence of fraud
12. The countless complaints made to various bodies inclusive of the OPG the SRA the PHSO the COP
drew in reality just a sea of prevarication stalling and basically nothing. As a result, we turned to
common law where a commercial lien was issued on the Deputy and his company accusing them of
Fraud all notarised & signed and sealed sent by recorded delivery asking for answers to losses. They
failed to respond. Action was to start by attaching the lien debt to their properties in which they in turn
they sought to get an injunction under harassment laws. JURY court demanded but refused and so the
order considered VOID resulting in a temporary injunction. A further permanent injunction was issued
in a VOID court. Section 5 of MENCAP was ignored - 7th evidence of more fraud

13. As I continued my investigations into their property they sought a committal order for contempt of
another VOID court leaving me sentenced to 3 months prison and thus my mother & I fled the
country into exile because we could not get legal redress for so called PROTECTED PARTIES ie;
Me the carer Section 5 of the Mental Capacity Act and my mother as a patient where her capacity
keeps rearing its head.
14. We wish it to be noted that this submission is a very very shortened down version of the complete
and absolute utter nightmare that we have had to endure that has ruined our lives. Anything further
that ther committee wish to see can be at
www.opposepredatoryguardians.com or www.opg.me We provide bullet points of the grievances that
we have had to suffer over years;
Our overall brief synopsis is,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Denied legal representation
Common laws rights dismissed
What representation offered was deemed no right of audience and thrown out
Hearsay evidence admitted
No prosecution witnesses
Tribunal Admiralty Hearings denied consent but ignored
Mothers finances stripped of uncapped charges that were promised to be capped in 2001
Failure to deliver requested detailed accounts and quite the opposite the hiding of them
Whilst in emigration for 4 years forced to live from pound sterling in a devaluing pound to some
£100,000
During that emigration outside England & Wales jurisdiction - Fraud by false representation
The prevarication and deliberate obstruction to my mother securing a property exchange abroad,
twice.
The deliberate devaluing of her UK property to try and escalate a quick sale of her home
The failure to provide to my mother her own funds to use for representation whilst the deputy was
paid to represent himself from mums own funds
The courts own rules and acts laid out ie Mental Capacity act section 5 to protect carers IGNORED
After the deputy told my mother his charges are unlikely to exceed £2000 per year he took in year
1 £26,377
Year 2 £14,000 and then proceeded to hide the fact.
He paid mum £200 weekly to live off whilst he took £507 weekly still unaccounted
The overall handling of mums finances to over £1.1 million pounds gone and unaccounted to mum
whom...
Mum has 4 confirmed specialist doctors reports confirming that she HAS capacity!!
All complaints and investigations came to nothing - WOULD YOU TURN TO COMMON
LAW??
IF A JURY WAS INVOLVED IN ANY OF THE ABOVE - WHO WOULD WIN???
IS THE CURRENT CORRUPT RULES AND SYSTEM LACED WITH BIAS IN FAVOUR OF
ITS OWN AGENTS???

In short the OFFICE of the PUBLIC GUARDIAN and the Court of Protection have facilitated FRAUD
against my mother and to try and cover that fraud from being exposed they have used harassment acts
in tribunal courts to gain a VOID committal order against the CARER to,

•
•
•
•

STOP
SILENCE
GAG
& PERVERT THE COURSE OF REAL COMMON LAW JUSTICE WITH A JURY

As a result I can only now say on a self diagnosis I am suffering L.A.S. Legal Abuse Syndrome from
what can only be described as pure Mental Health torture at the hands of the;
MENTAL CAPACITY ACT 2005

Mike Clarke (son & carer of 22 years) & Ann Clarke (patient with capacity)

email mike@rake.net or mike@opg.me websites: www.opg.me www.opposepredatoryguardians.com

Sent to; Oswin Taylor Committee Assistant to the Select
Committee on the Mental Capacity Act 2005 Tel: 0207 219
4878
E-Mail: taylorob@parliament.uk
copied to the following
'holmentalcapacityco@parliament.uk';
'alderdicej@parliament.uk'; 'andrewsk@parliament.uk';
'barkere@parliament.uk';
'browninga@parliament.uk';
'faulkse@parliament.uk';
'hollinss@parliament.uk';
'mcintoshg@parliament.uk';
'patelkk@parliament.uk';
'shephardg@parliament.uk'; 'swinfenr@parliament.uk';
'turnbergl@parliament.uk'

Please acknowledge receipt of the above and that all linked documents will be printed
off and submitted to the hearing, AND as we are still in exile from our Home country
that will have to be by email TO... mike@rake.net
Since the refusal to accept our submission in 2013 5 years has passed and we still
live in exile though the persecution and theft by way of fraudulent reports by courts
and thus charges have continued to be enacted and charged upon my mothers stolen
property that are being concealed by fraud meaning the so-called reports and the
charges too placed upon the property!

